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520 Food Bank Trustees Annual Report for 1"April 2021-31"March 2022
The charity is run according to the constitution dated 2"' May 2016.The charity was registered as a
charity on 17 June 2016 under charity number 1167712.

The trustees serving the charity for this financial year were:
Ryan Wileman

Rev. Sue Stewart
Sameena Azam

Helen Stokes (appointed 11February 2022)
Jonathan Berry (appointed 11February 2022)

Our Treasurer is Rosalind Wastnidge

Objects and activities
To work in partnership with a range of community organisations and agencies to relieve poverty or
financial hardship among residents and their dependents living in the 520 area of Sheffield, by

providing bespoke emergency food parcels and other such items and supplies as may be necessary

from time to time, as well as health/housing/money advice, education and any other necessary

support designed to enable individuals to generate a sustainable income and become self-sufficient.

To prevent or relieve poverty through undertaking and supporting research into factors that
contribute to poverty and the most appropriate ways to mitigate these.

Achievements and Performance
This was the sixth year of the 520 Food Bank and was a more steady and less chaotic year compared
to the previous year. The previous financial year had coincided with the COVID 19 outbreak and the
UK being placed into lockdown as a result. This had a dramatic impact on demand for our services
and led to many enforced changes in the way that we carried out that work.

This financial year has seen us adapt to that new way of working and embed many of those practices
as our new 'normal'.

A dive into our statistics shows some interesting trends. From April 2021- March 2022, the Food
Bank saw 152 unique clients, which represents a 14)f increase on the previous year. The total
number of people fed in the households supported was 307 (an 8.4% increase on the previous year)
and also included 87 children (a 1336 decrease on last year).



'
teresting is that whilst the number of unique clients that we saw increased, the

However, w atisinteres i

number of food Parcels distributed was down from 2.115 in 2020/21 to 941 in 2022/22 (4 15 6236

decrease). Also, the total amount of food distributed was 19,163.6kg (a 24.4631 decrease o I t

year).
whilst we do not know the full story behind each client's circumstances, this may jridjcate that

PeoPle's crises were not lasting as long as in the Previous year. The 2020 COVIO lockdowns saw

people experiencing long periods of worklessness and home-schooling, which had 4 big jmpao

family finances over a prolonged period of t™e.Whilst 2021/22 was still a very tough year tl e

changes were not quite so seismic as is in the Previous year. Also, by 2021 many suppori servjces

had managed to find new ways of doing their work which led to mitre suppori bejng out th re f

people experiencing financial crisis.

As was referenced in the 2020/21 report, the COVID outbreak led to many of our previous

volunteers being unable to volunteer anymore but that we began to work with a new team of
volunteers. 2021/22, saw this team really begin to flourish but also saw some of our previous

volunteers come back to work with us, which was a real joy. It was also great to be able to take these
volunteers out for a Thank You meal acknowledge ag of their hard work in incredibly difficult

circumstances.

We were also delighted to welcome two new Trustees, Helen Stokes and Jonathan Berry to

strengthen our Trustee Board. Each brings a wealth of wisdom and experience from their

professional and personal lives, which will be invaluable to our organisation. We are very grateful to

them for accepting this invitation and looking forward to working with them.

We also want to acknowledge the many hours put in by our Treasurer Rosalind Wastnidge to ensure

that our finances are properly managed and accounted for.

In the last 12 months, we have received donations of 10,947.75kg worth of food (a 44.334 decrease

on last year) which represented a financial value of E19 158 56. Much of this came from local

individuals and businesses getting in touch to offer donations without us even having to put an

appeal out. This demonstrated a huge amount of goodwill from the general public to us for the work

that we were doing.

We were also very grateful beneficiaries of food donations from our local ASDA and Momsons as

well as donations from Waitrose which are facilitated by the Sheffiield Food Bank Network.

We also saw a small decrease in the number of Referral Agencies referring clients to us, from 42 to

36.

we were also really pleased to be able to partner with Westfiield Big Local to provide a Chriistmas

Lunch Hamper to many of our clients. This was very gratefully received and came as a big relief to

many people.

We also spent E60.00 on providing winter fuel support to families in our area.

Challenges gi Responses to the Challenges

One of our biggest challenges this was the reduction in food and financial donations. 2020/21 saw a

huge outpouring of generosity from the general public as a result of the COVID pandemic and the

increase in media reporting on people's financial plights. We also saw campaigns from celebriities

like Marcus Rashford around issues of holiday hunger. These campaigns saw an increase in public

donations to food banks. In addition to this there were many financial grants available for

organisations providing food support during the pandemic.



As life began to return to something a little bit more normal and the media reporting changed th

food donations began to drop off somewhat. However, the demand for our services did not. This

meant that we began to spend more of our Bnancial reserves on food supplies to resource our food

pa'cela. We were fortunate that we had the financial reserves to do this, due to grants that were
available the previous year. We enter 2022/23 in reasonably healthy financial state but we will need
to explore further funding opportunities in order to keep pace with our current spendiilg, if we are
to still be a going concern at the end of 2022/23. This is something that the Trustees are aware of
and are actively looking at.

Pubffc Benefit
We have endeavoured at ag times to follow the objectives of the chariity in order to ensure that ag
activities engaged in are for the public benefit.

Financial Review

See attached Treasurers Financial Summary for the majority of the Financial Review.

However, our Independent Examiner has suggested that we provide a brief commentary as to the
Trustees position as to why we do not currently have a reserves policy. The Charity does not
currently have any regular outgoings that we are committed to. The only money we really spend is

on food purchases and our small mobile phone bill of EB to Giffgaff which can be cancelled at a
month's notice. Therefore, if the money of the charity were to ever run out to the point where we

couldn't continue, we would just have to close the operation down. We are actively working to
ensure that is not the case but we do not have any outgoings that would have to be met if that were

the case.

In Conclusion

Historically we have not been the busiest of Food Banks, however, this has increased substantially

since 2020. The number of parcels delivered per week is on average more than double what it was in

the financial year 2019/20.

As well as trying to meet the immediate food related needs of the clients, we have always placed a

high priority on building personal relationships with as many of our clients as possible. This has been
a lot harder since the lockdowns due to not having anywhere near as much face to face contact with
our clients. We have tried to mitigate this by ensuring that we make the most of the phone calls with
them when we arrange their parcels and also on the doorstep, when the parcels are either delivered
or collected. But none of this is any substitute for being able to sit down with them over a drink and
a piece of cake as we used to be able to do. This is something that we hope to be able to get back to
in some way in the coming months. We are also in active dialogue with Citizens Advice Sheffield to
explore bringing back some face to face advice provision in our community. Funding has been
secured to deliver this and we are currently in negotiations to sort the logistics of the service out.
we believe this will benefit many of our clients in helping them to access the support and advice
that they need to not only survive their financial crisis but also to regain some semblance of self-
sufficiency.

The Trustees would like to express their sincere thanks to ag volunteers and donors who have made
our work possible.

We look forward to the day when our service can close due no longer being needed and continue to
strive towards the day when this can be the case. Although, sadly this does seem a long way away at
the moment.



Signed ..

print Name: ..........~....k...'.~ Trustee

Print Name: ....................~~~......... Trustee
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Financial Statefnent for the ear endin 31"March 2022

Another year over and still the need for the Food Bank does not go away. With the Pandemic

being over now according to the government, we see the new horror for families emerging in

the massive increase in the cost of power and fuel driving up the cost of living in generaL l am

sure I am not on my own in forseeing a further surge in demand for food that we will find

challenging to deal with in the coming months.

Although donations of food have reduced by almost half through 2021/2 there has been an

almost equivalent reduction in distribution. With a high cash balance at the beginning of the

year grants have not been sought in line with the Trustees policy of only raising what the

charity needs to operate and only 259fi of income has come from grants compared to
2020/21. Little else of significance has moved in both income or expenditure and, again, no

equipment has been purchased. We close the year in a similar position to 2020/21.

Once again we are indebted to our band of hard working volunteers, with the appointment of

two new trustees to share the load as the Chadity grows.

As the turnover of the charity once more exceeds f25,000 this year, an independent

examination of the accounts is required. This will be done in accordance to the Charity

Commission guidance notes in due course and the resulting report will be attached to the

Charity's Annual Returns.

Rosalind Wastnidge

Treasurer



Independent examiner's report to the trustees of S20 Food Bank

I report to the trustees on my examination of the accounts of the S20 Food Bank
(the Trust) for the year ended 31 March 2022.

Responsibilities and basis of report

As the charity trustees of the Trust you are responsible for the preparation of the
accounts in accordance with the requirements of the Charities Act 2011 ('the
Act').
I report in respect of my examination of the Trust's accounts carried out under
section 145 of the 2011 Act and in carrying out my examination I have followed
all the applicable Directions given by the Charity Commission under section
145(5)(b) of the Act.

Independent examiner's statement

I have completed my examination. I confirm that no material matters have come
to my attention in connection with the examination giving me cause to believe
that in any material respect

1. accounting records were not kept in respect of the Trust as required by section
130 of the Act; or
2. the accounts do not accord with those records.

I have no concerns and have come across no other matters in connection with
the examination to which attention should be drawn in this report in order to
enable a proper understanding of the accounts to be reached.

Signed: p k . PCC( l4rt

Name: P R Parkin

Relevant professional qualification or membership of professional bodies (if
any): Chartered Public Finance Accountant

Address: 51 Martin Close, Sheffield 626 3RJ

Date: 25 August 2022
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